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The Illustrated Escoffier
Auguste Escoffier est le père de la cuisine moderne. Le Guide culinaire reste
l'ouvrage de référence pour tous les cuisiniers, qu'ils soient novices ou avertis,
mais il est également une incomparable source de découvertes savoureuses pour
l'amateur. Aide-mémoire pratique, il comprend plus de 5 000 recettes, des sauces
aux hors-d'oeuvre, des entremets aux pâtés et terrines, des rôtis aux potages,
sans oublier les desserts, les compotes, les confitures et même les sandwichs. Il
permet à tous de cuisiner en toute simplicité une multitude de plats. Publié ici dans
sa version intégrale, il s'agit de la troisième édition de 1912. Le guide comprend
une table des matières pour rechercher les recettes.

Ma Cuisine
A basic reference to the cuisine of Escoffier with 6,000 dishes for hors-d'oeuvre,
soups, eggs and fish, entrees, salads, pastas, vegetables, pastries.

A Guide to Modern Cookery (Part 1 [Chapters 1-10] with FULL
Preface, Glossary, and Index)
When outdoorsman, avid hunter, and nature writer Steven Rinella stumbles upon
Auguste Escoffier’s 1903 milestone Le Guide Culinaire, he’s inspired to assemble
an unusual feast: a forty-five-course meal born entirely of Escoffier’s esoteric wild
game recipes. Over the course of one unforgettable year, he steadily procures his
ingredients—fishing for stingrays in Florida, hunting mountain goats in Alaska,
flying to Michigan to obtain a fifteen-pound snapping turtle—and encountering one
colorful character after another. And as he introduces his vegetarian girlfriend to a
huntsman’s lifestyle, Rinella must also come to terms with the loss of his lifelong
mentor—his father. An absorbing account of one man’s relationship with family,
friends, food, and the natural world, The Scavenger’s Guide to Haute Cuisine is a
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rollicking tale of the American wild and its spoils. Praise for The Scavenger’s Guide
to Haute Cuisine “If Jack Kerouac had hung out with Julia Child instead of Neal
Cassady, this book might have been written fifty years ago. . . . Steven Rinella
brings bohemian flair and flashes of poetic sensibility to his picaresque tale of a
man, a cookbook, and the culinary open road.”—The Wall Street Journal “If you rue
the ‘depersonalization of food production,’ or you’re tired of chemical ingredients,
[Rinella] will make you howl.”—Los Angeles Times “A walk on the wild side of
hunting and gathering, sure to repel a few professional food sissies but attract
many more with its sheer in-your-face energy and fine storytelling.”—Jim Harrison,
author of Legends of the Fall “[A] warped, wonderful memoir of cooking and eating
. . . [Rinella] recounts these madcap wilderness adventures with delicious verve
and charm.”—Men’s Journal

Escoffier
“Every once in awhile a writer of particular skills takes a fresh, seemingly
improbable idea and turns out a book of pure delight.” That’s how David
McCullough described Mark Kurlansky’s Cod: A Biography of the Fish That Changed
the World, a work that revealed how a meal can be as important as it is edible.
Salt: A World History, its successor, did the same for a seasoning, and confirmed
Kurlansky as one of our most erudite and entertaining food authors. Now, the
winner of the James Beard Award for Excellence in Food Writing shares a varied
selection of “choice cuts” by others, as he leads us on a mouthwatering culinary
tour around the world and through history and culture from the fifth century B.C. to
the present day. Choice Cuts features more than two hundred pieces, from Cato to
Cab Calloway. Here are essays by Plato on the art of cooking . . . Pablo Neruda on
french fries . . . Alice B. Toklas on killing a carp . . . M. F. K. Fisher on the virility of
Turkish desserts . . . Alexandre Dumas on coffee . . . W. H. Auden on Icelandic food
. . . Elizabeth David on the downward march of English pizza . . . Claude LéviStrauss on “the idea of rotten” . . . James Beard on scrambled eggs . . . Balzac,
Virginia Woolf, E. M. Forster, Chekhov, and many other famous gourmands and
gourmets, accomplished cooks, or just plain ravenous writers on the passions of
cuisine.

Le Guide Culinaire
Complete digitally restored reprint (facsimile) of the original edition of 1907 with
excellent resolution and outstanding readability. For print technical reasons, took
place the division into two editions. Edition I is from chapter I to XVI with 534 pages
and edition II is from chapter XVII to XXIII with 436 pages. Auguste Escoffier (born
October 28, 1846, died February 12, 1935). He was a French chef and culinary
writer who popularized and updated traditional French cooking methods. He is a
legendary figure among chefs and gourmets, and was one of the most important
leaders in the development of modern French cuisine. He codified the recipes for
the five mother sauces. Auguste Escoffier published "Le Guide Culinaire," which is
still used as a major reference work, both in the form of a cookbook and a textbook
on cooking. Escoffier's recipes and techniques remain highly influential today, and
have been adopted by chefs and restaurants not only in France, but also
throughout the world.
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The Culinary Bro-Down Cookbook
Le Guide culinaire Pillsbury
Want to match your new Modernist Bread set with your Modernist Cuisine: The Art
and Science of Cooking set? We have created a sleek stainless steel case with two
removable wedges for cover protection and easy reshelving. A wonderful new look
for your library and/or kitchen. Slipcase and wedges only (books not included).

White Truffles in Winter
“Delightful . . . like the distilled essence of the Mediterranean, fresh with basil,
lemons, red millet, pine nuts, garlic, saffron and olive oil.” —The Times (London)
Though Nice may conjure up the very essence of sophisticated chic—The
Promenade des Anglais, the Hôtel Negresco, and the casinos—its culinary
traditions are all about simplicity. And its delicious dishes are known to have many
health benefits, as its recipes are in tune with the natural cycle of the year using inseason fruits, herbs, and vegetables, as well as plenty of fish. With recipes offering
a relaxed flexibility with ingredients and seasonings, and suited to cooks of all
levels of experience, this cookbook shows you how to make the best use of a
Niçoise pantry stocked with the best quality extra virgin olive oil, sea salt, fresh
garlic, and pots of aromatic herbs such as rosemary, thyme, and basil—and
discover the wonderful, enticing world of tians, panisses, socca, and ganses. While
not everyone will be able to dine alfresco under an olive tree, the way they do in
Nice, this classic cookbook will at least allow you to recreate the city’s best-loved
dishes.

Cookery Repertory
L'incroyable destin du roi des cuisiniers. Auguste Escoffier est l'inventeur d'un
nombre incroyable de plats. Premier chef du Ritz à Paris, concepteur de recettes
mythiques comme la crêpe Suzette ou la pêche Melba. Le Guide culinaire
comprend plus de 5 000 recettes, des sauces aux hors-d'oeuvre, des entremets
aux pâtés et terrines, des rôtis aux potages, sans oublier les desserts, les
compotes, les confitures et même les sandwichs. Il reste l'ouvrage de référence
pour tous les cuisiniers, qu'ils soient novices ou avertis, mais il est également une
incomparable source de découvertes savoureuses pour l'amateur.

The Delmonico Cook Book
A collection of 101 international classic recipes pairs each with accessible
preparation instructions and an essay on the historical, scientific, and cultural
significance of the dish.

Salmon
This book has been considered by academicians and scholars of great significance
and value to literature. This forms a part of the knowledge base for future
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generations. We have represented this book in the same form as it was first
published. Hence any marks seen are left intentionally to preserve its true nature.

Guide Culinaire : Aide-Mémoire de Cuisine Pratique
From the award-winning champion of conscious eating and author of the
bestselling Food Matters comes The Food Matters Cookbook, offering the most
comprehensive and straightforward ideas yet for cooking easy, delicious foods that
are as good for you as they are for the planet. The Food Matters Cookbook is the
essential encyclopedia and guidebook to responsible eating, with more than 500
recipes that capture Bittman’s typically relaxed approach to everything in the
kitchen. There is no finger-wagging here, just a no-nonsense and highly flexible
case for eating more plants while cutting back on animal products, processed food,
and of course junk. But for Bittman, flipping the ratio of your diet to something
more virtuous and better for your body doesn’t involve avoiding any
foods—indeed, there is no sacrifice here. Since his own health prompted him to
change his diet, Bittman has perfected cooking tasty, creative, and forwardthinking dishes based on vegetables, fruits, and whole grains. Meat and other
animal products are often included—but no longer as the centerpiece. In fact the
majority of these recipes include fish, poultry, meat, eggs, or dairy, using them for
their flavor, texture, and satisfying nature without depending on them for bulk.
Roasted Pork Shoulder with Potatoes, Apples, and Onions and Linguine with Cherry
Tomatoes and Clams are perfect examples. Many sound downright decadent: Pasta
with Asparagus, Bacon, and Egg; Stuffed Pizza with Broccoli, White Beans, and
Sausage; or Roasted Butternut Chowder with Apples and Bacon, for example.
There are vegetarian recipes, too, and they have flair without being
complicated—recipes like Beet Tartare, Lentil "Caviar" with All the Trimmings,
Radish-Walnut Tea Sandwiches, and Succotash Salad. Bittman is a firm believer in
snacking, but in the right way. Instead of packaged cookies or greasy chips,
Bittman suggests Seasoned Popcorn with Grated Parmesan or Fruit and Cereal
Bites. Nor does he skimp on desserts; rather, he focuses on fruit, good-quality
chocolate, nuts, and whole-grain flours, using minimal amounts of eggs, butter,
and other fats. That allows for a whole chapter devoted to sweets, including
Chocolate Chunk Oatmeal Cookies, Apricot Polenta Cake, Brownie Cake, and
Coconut Tart with Chocolate Smear. True to the fuss-free style that has made him
famous, Bittman offers plenty of variations and substitutions that let you take
advantage of foods that are in season—or those that just happen to be in the
fridge. A quick-but-complete rundown on ingredients tells you how to find
sustainable and flavorful meat and shop for dairy products, grains, and vegetables
without wasting money on fancy organic labels. He indicates which recipes you can
make ahead, those that are sure to become pantry staples, and which ones can be
put together in a flash. And because Bittman is always comprehensive, he makes
sure to include the building-block recipes for the basics of home cooking: from fast
stocks, roasted garlic, pizza dough, and granola to pots of cooked rice and beans
and whole-grain quick breads. With a tone that is easygoing and non-doctrinaire,
Bittman demonstrates the satisfaction and pleasure in mindful eating. The result is
not just better health for you, but for the world we all share.

My Indian Cookbook
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With its rich culinary history, Santa Fe, serves as Mecca for "foodies" worldwide
and Chef and Las Cosas Cooking School Director, Johnny Vee, is no exception. His
new book Las Cosas Cooking School teaches the basics of cooking and provides
recipes that are not only fun, but are a joy to entertain with. Las Cosas Cooking
School is filled to the brim with unique and delicious recipes, full-color
photography, useful tips, menus for entertaining, and a section on stocking the
pantry. Sections Include: Comforting Covered Casseroles Celebrating Salty
Shrimply Delicious The Art of the Artichoke BBQ Bravado Fab Fajitas and Sexy
Salsas Hostess with the Mostess Delicious Decadent Desserts Author Bio: Chef John
Vollertsen ("Johnny Vee") is director and creator of the Las Cosas Cooking School in
Santa Fe, New Mexico. He has taught cooking for over 15 years and enjoys a
second career in food writing as a regular columnist for The Santa Fe New Mexican
and as the dining and food editor for The Santa Fean magazine.

Escoffier
Complete digitally restored reprint (facsimile) of the original edition of 1907 with
excellent resolution and outstanding readability. For print technical reasons, took
place the division into two editions. Edition I is from chapter I to XVI with 534 pages
and edition II is from chapter XVII to XXIII with 436 pages. Auguste Escoffier (born
October 28, 1846, died February 12, 1935). He was a French chef and culinary
writer who popularized and updated traditional French cooking methods. He is a
legendary figure among chefs and gourmets, and was one of the most important
leaders in the development of modern French cuisine. He codified the recipes for
the five mother sauces. Auguste Escoffier published "Le Guide Culinaire," which is
still used as a major reference work, both in the form of a cookbook and a textbook
on cooking. Escoffier's recipes and techniques remain highly influential today, and
have been adopted by chefs and restaurants not only in France, but also
throughout the world.

European Gastronomy into the 21st Century
A Guide to Modern Cookery (Part 1 [Chapters 1-10] with FULL Preface, Glossary, &
Index)

Larousse Gastronomique
The Delmonico Cook Book is the work of Alessandro Fillipini, who was, for 25 years,
chef at the iconic New York restaurant, Delmonico's. Opened in 1837, Delmonico's
founded ""fine dining"" in America. Considered the height of luxury and providing
the best of wine, food, and service, Delmonico's set the standard for restaurants in
the United States. This book contains menus, information on purchasing and using
seasonal ingredients, instructions on how to set and serve a table, as well as
recipes for such dishes as Lobster Newburg (invented at Delmonico's), Chocolate
Souffle, and Risotto a la Milanaise, allowing home cooks to bring some of the style
and taste of Delmonico's into their own homes."

The Cook's Canon
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A richly illustrated guide that offers precise terms for every part of the cast, with
sections on line speed, improving accuracy and distance, loop control, and much
more.

Frozen Desserts
The culinary bible that first codified French cuisine--now in an updated English
translation with Forewords from Chefs Heston Blumenthal and Tim Ryan When
Georges Auguste Escoffier published the first edition of Le Guide Culinaire in 1903,
it instantly became the must-have resource for understanding and preparing
French cuisine. More than a century later, it remains the classic reference for
professional chefs. This book is the only completely authentic, unabridged English
translation of Escoffier's classic work. Translated from the 1921 Fourth Edition, this
revision includes all-new Forewords by Heston Blumenthal, chef-owner of the
Michelin three-star-rated Fat Duck restaurant, and Chef Tim Ryan, President of The
Culinary Institute of America, along with Escoffier's original Forewords, a memoir of
the great chef by his grandson Pierre, and more than 5,000 narrative recipes for all
the staples of French cuisine. Includes more than 5,000 recipes in narrative form
for everything from sauces, soups, garnishes, and hors d?oeuvres to fish, meats,
poultry, and desserts Ideal for professional chefs, culinary students, serious home
cooks, food history buffs, and unrepentant foodies The only unabridged English
translation of Escoffier's original text, in a sleek, modern design For anyone who is
serious about French food, modern cooking, or culinary history, Escoffier's
Complete Guide to the Art of Modern Cookery is the ultimate guide and cookbook.

Cuisine Niçoise
Cooking with Johnny Vee
The sensuality of food and love is explored in this novel about the legendary
French chef Auguste Escofiier, who was torn between his poet wife, Delphine Daffis
and the reckless actress Sarah Bernhardt. 20,000 first printing.

Auguste Escoffier Le guide culinaire
In early August 1889, Cesar Ritz, a Swiss hotelier highly regarded for his exquisite
taste, found himself at the Savoy Hotel in London. He had come at the request of
Richard D'Oyly Carte, the financier of Gilbert & Sullivan's comic operas, who had
modernized theater and was now looking to create the world's best hotel. D'Oyly
Carte soon seduced Ritz to move to London with his team, along with Auguste
Escoffier, the chef de cuisine known for his elevated, original dishes. The two
created a hotel and restaurant like no one had ever experienced, in often
mysterious and always extravagant ways, where British high society mingled with
American Jews and women. Barr deftly re-creates the thrilling Belle Epoque era just
before World War I, when British aristocracy was at its peak, women began dining
out unaccompanied by men, and American nouveaux riche and gauche
industrialists convened in London to show off their wealth. In their collaboration at
the still celebrated Savoy Hotel, the pair welcomed loyal and sometimes salacious
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clients, such as Oscar Wilde and Sarah Bernhardt; Escoffier created the modern
kitchen brigade and codified French cuisine in his seminal Le Guide culinaire, which
remains in print today; and Ritz, whose name continues to grace the finest hotels,
created the world's first luxury hotel. The pair also ruffled more than a few
feathers. Fine dining and luxury travel would never be the same--or more
intriguing.

French Classics Made Easy
The World of Escoffier
Presented for the first time to the English-speaking public, here is the entire
translation of Auguste Escoffier's masterpiece Le Guide Culinaire. Its basic
principles are as valid today as when it was first published in 1903. It offers those
who practice the art of cookery—whether they be professional chefs or managers,
housewives, gourmets or students of haute cuisine—invaluable guidelines culled
from more than fifty years' experience.

Joan Wulff's New Fly-Casting Techniques
An American adaptation of a standard guide to the French culinary arts

A Guide to Modern Cookery
"August Escoffier's reflection on a lifetime in kitchens, is available in
paperbackIfserious about French food, cooking technique, garnishes or simply
reading about the topic, this reference from a founder of London's Savoy Hotel,
who has been called the greatest cook ever, could be a treasured gift. Translated
into English, it includes U.S. measures and notes so if [you] decide to actually
make Chaudfroid of Chicken or Acacia Blossom Fritters, there is nothing to stop
[you]."--"Atlanta Journal."

Le livre des menus
Classic French food is hotter than ever. But one thing hasn’t changed—few of us
have the time, the patience, the technique, or the cream and butter allowance to
tackle the classics as presented by Julia Child’s Mastering the Art of French
Cooking. The good news is—we don’t need to. For the past 40 years Richard
Grausman, America’s premier culinary teacher, has been training American chefs
in a simpler, better way of French cooking, and in French Classics Made Easy—a
refreshed and updated edition of his original collection, At Home with the French
Classics—he shares all of his extraordinary innovations and techniques. Golden
soufflés in ten minutes. A light and luscious chocolate mousse that can be made as
a cake, a chocolate roll, soufflé, or pudding. Plus Cassoulet, Boeuf Bourguignon,
Coq au Vin, Bouillabaisse, Poached Salmon with Beurre Blanc—in all, 250
impeccably clear, step-by-step recipes in range of anyone who knows how to boil
water or dice an onion. When a step isn’t critical, Grausman eliminates it. If
something can be done in advance, he does it. Plus he’s cut the amount of butter,
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cream, egg yolks, salt, and sugar; the result is health-conscious recipes that don’t
compromise the essential nature of the dish. Techniques are illustrated throughout
in line drawings. It’s the grandness of French cuisine, made accessible for both
entertaining and everyday meals.

A Culinary Legacy from Escoffier to Today
A Culinary Legacy from Escoffier to Today is far more than a cookbook. It offers the
reader an entrance into the daily life of a small village in Provence, France through
food and the interpretation of recipes over 100-years-old. The photos provide this
journey with explicit depiction of not only many of the dishes, but of the lively
activity of the markets and village life in a medieval French town. The book ties
together the writings and work of a young Escoffier-trained chef of the late 1800's
to the culinary endeavors of his granddaughter and a classical trained chef of
Provence in the 21st century. The liveliness of the foods of Provence are brought to
the table through recipes that can be accomplished by any cook who has even
basic culinary knowledge and experience. Each recipe is offered in a step-by-step
process and often alternate suggestions are given for ingredients and procedure.
While the book offers recipes in every standard category of a normal cookbook, it
does not repeat many of the typical recipes found in books on Provençal cuisine.
The recipes are today's version of what a young chef created over one hundred
years ago in kitchens along the Mediterranean Sea and later in elegant hotel
kitchens of America. The authors offer their interpretations of the original journal,
relying on their years of experience in the professional kitchen and injecting their
own styles and techniques. Consideration to ingredients currently available and
affordable to home cooks is paramount and often substitutions are suggested.

The Escoffier Cook Book
It is essential for any serious pastry chef to have a comprehensive knowledge of
frozen dessert production, and Frozen Desserts provides all the basic information a
pastry professional needs. Introductory chapters include: the history and evolution
of frozen desserts ingredients including dairy products, sugars, stabilizers,
emulsifiers, fruits, and flavors equipment including churning machines, production
equipment, and storage and serving containers essentials on storage, sanitation,
and production and serving techniques Recipe chapters cover: Dairy-Based Frozen
Desserts, which include ice cream, gelato, and sherbet Non-Dairy Desserts, which
include sorbet and granites Aerated Still-Frozen Desserts, which include parfaits,
semi-freddos, and frozen mousses and souffles Each recipe chapter covers both
classic and modern small-batch production techniques, basic formulas, and both
basic and advanced base recipes. The final chapter, "Finished Items", makes use of
these base recipes and shows readers how to produce, plate, garnish, and serve
small desserts, plated desserts, frozen cakes, and even frozen accompaniments to
savory courses. Recipes are illustrated throughout by full-color beauty
photographs. An instructor's manual and companion website are also available for
classroom use.

Ritz and Escoffier
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Escoffier
All the rich flavors and exquisite dishes of India are now accessible to homecooks
everywhere. My Indian Cookbook is a relaxed, present-day spice journey that has a
confident and fresh approach towards cooking with ease. It allows your taste buds
to be taken on a journey where the myths are exposed and the message
simplified, so that you can be a master of your own spice kitchen. My Indian
Cookbook is a primer, refresher and introduction to Indian cuisine with a sensibility
for hectic schedules. It brings Indian cookery up-to-date and will provide you with
the basics and inspiration to forge your own path and try something new. You don’t
need to re-create huge opulent feasts. You can make one dish to add to the rest of
the meal or dip in and out of the book as the mood suits you. Pantry stapes, a musthave spice list, alternative ingredients, step-by-step illustrations for tricky
techniques, and a menu planner accompany an exquisite yet easy-to-follow recipe
collection. Sample recipes Light bites: carrot and chickpea pancakes, fish fritters,
coriander and chili crab balls, sesame and ginger skewers, and more. Vegetables
and lentils: chana masala, Baigan bharta, dhal makhani, beetroot curry Fish, Meat
and Poultry: Masalas roast lamb, mussels in chili, ginger and curry lead broth,
saffron pot roast chicken, fish in tamarind sauce Breads and rice: mint parantha,
seeded naan bread, mixed vegetable roti, onion and coriander stuffed naan Salads:
tomato pickled ginger side salad, bean and lentil, steamed green beans in tomato
mustard dressing Pickles and chutneys: cucumber, carrot and mint chutney, South
Indian eggplant pickle, fruit chutney, apple pickle. Desserts and drinks: pistachio
kulfi, almond and saffron cake, creamy honey and raisin vermicelli pots, masala
chai, chili hot chocolate. This comprehensive book is a modern and familiar
collection of accessible recipes that should be shared over and over again to
inspire friends and family. Whether you’ve never had Indian food or want to make
your favorite dishes at home, this is the perfect cookbook.

Escoffier
The Scavenger's Guide to Haute Cuisine
Gastronomy is the art and science of good eating and drinking: a concept that
extends outwards to embrace wider notions of tradition, culture, society and
civilisation. This book provides a rigorous, well researched and much needed
treatment of the subject, systematically outlining: * the development of European
gastronomic tradition, and the social, economic, philosophical and geographical
contexts of change * the experiences, philosophies and relative contributions of
great gastronomes, past and present * the interplay of traditional and
contemporary influences on modern gastronomy * the relationship between
gastronomy and and travel and tourism * salient issues of nutrition, food hygiene
and health promotion Taking an all-encompassing look at the subject of
gastronomy past, present and future, 'European Gastronomy into the 21st Century'
uses example menus and case studies to demonstrate the theory. It also provides
an insight into the business arena, using key destination restaurants to illustrate
management techniques and marketing issues. Accessible and highly structured,
the book guides the reader through its wide-ranging and thought-provoking
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content.

The Complete Guide to the Art of Modern Cookery
The Food Matters Cookbook
The grand-nephew of M. F. K. Fisher presents a dramatic account of the 1970
gathering in Provence where such culinary luminaries as James Beard and Julia
Child debated and inadvertently launched the modern food movement in America,
sharing engaging details about the strong personalities, friendships and rivalries
behind current traditions.

Provence, 1970
Le guide culinaire, aide-mémoire de cuisine pratique. Par A.
Escoffier, avec la collaboration de MM. Philéas Gilbert, E. Fétu,
A. Suzanne, B. Reboul, Ch. Dietrich, A. Caillat, etc.,
Modernist Cuisine Stainless Steel Slipcase
There was never anything wrong with instant ramen. But there was never anything
wrong with not being on the moon, either. That didn't stop Neil Armstrong, Buzz
Aldrin, and that other guy* from changing the course of human history with a few
daring steps and a super dope catchphrase. So too shall journalist and blogger Josh
Scherer change the course of late-night, often-insane, sometimes-smart-but-alwaysmonstrous munchie food that puts your MSG packet garbage to shame. You'll find
more than seventy creations broken into the ten "brossential" food groups like:
Beer, Fried Things, Tacos, and Struggle Snacks (because money is hard). Josh's
recipes range from indulgent eats like Beer-Poached Bratwurst Party Subs and Mac
'n' Cheese Nachos to hella-classy dishes like Broccolini with Burnt Lemon
Hollandaise and Pork Belly Tacos with Fish Sauce Caramel. Sprinkled in are the
unholy commandments for bro cooking, such as "bagged wine is the only wine you
need," and Josh's expert advice on how to beat a hangover (it's mostly just
pastrami and emotionally purging movies). The Culinary Bro-Down Cookbook is full
of irreverent essays and anecdotes, but running throughout is a deep sense of soul
and self that strives to answer the question: Why can't the deep-fried nonsense
you eat with your bros at 2 a.m. have the same emotional gravitas as an intimate
family dinner? Oh and there's bacon, too. Like, a lot of it. *It's Michael Collins, you
uncultured swine

Choice Cuts
Most of what we do on land ends up impacting the ocean, but never is that clearer
than when we look at salmon. Centuries of our greatest assaults on nature, from
overfishing to dams, from hatcheries to fish farms, from industrial pollution to the
ravages of climate change, can be seen in their harrowing yet awe-inspiring life
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cycle. From the Pacific to the Atlantic, through Scotland, Ireland, Norway, Iceland,
Japan and Siberia, Mark Kurlansky traces the history of the world through his fisheye lens, laying bare our misdirected attempts to manipulate salmon for our own
benefit. Attempts that have had a devastating impact on both fish and earth. Now,
the only way to save salmon is to save the planet, and the only way to save the
planet may be to save the salmon.

Le guide culinaire
Escoffier
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